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ABSTRACT

This study investigates gravity wave spectral characteristics based on high-resolutionmesoscale simulations

of idealizedmoist baroclinic jet–front systems with varying degrees of convective instability, with the intent of

improving nonorographic gravity wave parameterizations. In all experiments, there is a clear dominance of

negative vertical flux of zonal momentum. The westward momentum flux is distributed around the estimated

ground-based baroclinic wave phase velocity along the zonal direction, while strong moist runs indicate a

dipole structure pattern with stronger westward momentum flux centers at slower phase velocity and weaker

eastward momentum flux centers at faster phase velocity. The spectral properties of short-scale wave com-

ponents (50–200 km) generally differ from those of medium-scale ones (200–600 km). Compared to the

medium-scale wave components, the momentum flux phase speed spectra for the short-scale ones appear to

be more sensitive to the increasing initial moisture content. The spectral behavior in horizontal wavenumber

space or phase velocity space is highly anisotropic, with a noticeable preference along the jet direction, except

for the short-scale components in strong moist runs. It is confirmed that the dry gravity wave source (i.e.,

upper jet and/or surface front) generates a relatively narrow and less symmetrical power spectrum (domi-

nated by negative momentum flux) centered around lower phase velocity and horizontal wavenumber,

whereas the moist gravity wave source (i.e., moist convection) generates a broader and more symmetrical

power spectrum, with a broader range of phase speeds and horizontal wavenumbers. This study also shows

that the properties of gravity wave momentum flux depend on the location relative to the baroclinic jet.

1. Introduction

Gravity waves are ubiquitous buoyancy oscillations in

the atmosphere. The sources of gravity waves are

sometimes categorized based on the presence or ab-

sence of topography. Orographic gravity waves are

forced by flow over orography (e.g., Queney 1948; Smith

1980, 1990; Durran 1986, 1990, 2003). The main sources

of nonorographic gravity waves include moist convec-

tion (e.g., Clark et al. 1986; Fovell et al. 1992; Alexander

et al. 1995; Lane et al. 2001), atmospheric jets (e.g.,

Uccellini and Koch 1987; O’Sullivan and Dunkerton

1995; Zhang 2004), and frontal systems (Snyder et al.

1993; Griffiths and Reeder 1996). It is well established

that gravity waves play an important role in a wide va-

riety of atmospheric processes at possibly all scales. For

example, gravity waves can initiate and organize con-

vection (e.g., Zhang et al. 2001; Lane and Zhang 2011)

and generate and modulate atmospheric turbulence

(e.g., Shapiro 1980; Lane et al. 2004; Koch et al. 2005).

Gravity waves can propagate over large distances from
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their sources and transfer significant amounts of mo-

mentum, energy, and entropy to the mean flow, thereby

contributing to the forcing of the circulation and the

variability of the middle atmosphere (e.g., Holton 1982,

1983; Dunkerton and Butchart 1984; Andrews et al.

1987; Holton et al. 1995).

However, since the temporal and spatial scales of

gravity waves are often too short to be fully captured in

atmospheric general circulation models (GCMs), grav-

ity wave parameterizations are needed to represent their

effects on larger-scale flows (Fritts and Alexander 2003;

Kim et al. 2003; Alexander et al. 2010), such as wave-

induced forcing on the momentum. The Wentzel–

Kramer–Brillouin (WKB) theory (Bretherton 1966;

Grimshaw 1975;Müller 1976) has been the basis ofmany

gravity wave parameterizations in GCMs (e.g., Lindzen

1981; Alexander and Dunkerton 1999; Warner and

McIntyre 2001; Song and Chun 2008). Orographic

gravity wave parameterizations have been emphasized

for decades, and they are relatively well developed (e.g.,

Palmer et al. 1986; McFarlane 1987; Lott and Miller

1997; Lott 1999; Scinocca and McFarlane 2000; also see

Stensrud 2007), while parameterizations of convective

sources of gravity waves have becomemature and begun

to be implemented only in the last decade (e.g., Beres

et al. 2004, 2005; Song and Chun 2005; Choi and Chun

2011). However, except for some limited experiments on

the parameterizations of gravity waves from jets and

fronts (e.g., Rind et al. 1988; Charron andManzini 2002;

Richter et al. 2010; de la Cámara and Lott 2015), pa-

rameterizations of gravity wave sources from jets and

fronts remains a great challenge, and existing parame-

terizations use oversimplifications and tunable param-

eters as a result of poor physical understanding (Haynes

2005; Richter et al. 2010).

One way to better understand the jet/front gravity

waves is to utilize idealized baroclinic wave simulations.

See the recent review by Plougonven and Zhang (2014)

on the current knowledge and understanding on

gravity waves near jets and fronts. Most past idealized

baroclinic wave experiments on gravity wave re-

search primarily focused on a dry atmospheric pro-

cess (e.g., O’Sullivan and Dunkerton 1995; Zhang

2004; Plougonven and Snyder 2005, 2007; Wang and

Zhang 2007), which did not take moisture and heating

into consideration. As an extension of the dry dynamics

in Zhang (2004), Wei and Zhang (2014) recently

performed a series of cloud-permitting simulations to

study the characteristics and the dynamics of gravity

waves in the moist baroclinic jet–front systems with

varying degrees of convective instability. They

demonstrated a much more energetic gravity wave field

with increasingly higher initial moisture content.

These results are generally consistent with Waite and

Snyder (2013) and Mirzaei et al. (2014). Note that many

other studies have also highlighted the important role of

moist processes in interacting with other dynamical

processes to generate/maintain/amplify gravity waves

(e.g., Koch and Dorian 1988; Zhang et al. 2001; Jewett

et al. 2003; Plougonven et al. 2015). Furthermore, six

groups of localized identifiable lower-stratospheric

gravity waves were highlighted in Wei and Zhang

(2014). Later, Wei and Zhang (2015) continued to in-

vestigate their propagating wave characteristics, source

mechanisms, and wavenumber vector refraction budget

based on a four-dimensional ray-tracing model. How-

ever, little is known about the characteristics of the

gravity wave spectrum emanating from the jets/fronts

under various moist conditions from those simulations

in Wei and Zhang (2014), even though several localized

wave examples have been relatively well studied. In

particular, estimation of momentum fluxes, as well as

their relationships with ground-based phase velocities,

will be of great value to the community of gravity wave

research in improving the nonorographic gravity wave

drag parameterizations in GCMs (e.g., Preusse et al.

2014). Therefore, the aim of this paper, complementary

to the previous work of Wei and Zhang (2014, 2015), is

to explore the gravity wave spectral characteristics in

moist baroclinic jet–front systems using high-resolution

idealized simulations. The characteristics of momentum

flux phase speed spectra have been documented by

several studies on convective gravity waves (e.g., Kim

and Chun 2010), as well as by one recent article based on

dry idealized baroclinic waves (Kim et al. 2016). How-

ever, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time

for a study to provide a detailed presentation on the

relationships between gravity wave momentum flux and

phase velocity based on an ensemble of high-resolution

idealized moist baroclinic jet–front systems for the

purpose of improving the nonorographic gravity

wave drag parameterizations.

This article is arranged as follows. A brief in-

troduction to the data andmethod used for the work will

be shown in section 2, followed in section 3 by the

analysis of gravity wave momentum flux distribution in

physical space. Section 4 will present the results on the

wave spectrum in wavenumber space. The distribution

of momentum fluxes in phase velocity space will be ex-

plored in section 5. Section 6 contains a summary.

2. Data and method

The data employed in this study come directly from

the high-resolution idealized baroclinic wave experi-

ments (10-km horizontal grid spacing and ;300-m
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vertical grid spacing on average) based on theAdvanced

Research version of the Weather Research and Fore-

casting Model (ARW; Skamarock et al. 2008), version

3.4, used inWei and Zhang (2014; also see their section 2

for the details of the experimental design). The simula-

tions are performed in an f-plane rectangular channel

with 4000km in the x direction, and the channel has

periodic boundary conditions in the x direction. The

nested domains are not adopted in the current study in

order to avoid the possibilities of spurious reflection and

distortion of waves from lateral boundaries (Park et al.

2014). There are six groups of experiments, including a

dry run (EXP00), a weak moist run (EXP20), two

moderate moist runs (EXP40 and EXP60), and two

strong moist runs (EXP80 and EXP100). The numbers

00–100 in each experiment (EXP00–EXP100) represent

the percentages of a reference relative humidity profile.

Here, EXP00 andEXP100, the dry run and the full moist

run, represent the experiments with zero and full initial

moisture content, respectively. The initial relative hu-

midity field in EXP100 [Fig. 1a in Wei and Zhang

(2014)] refers to the corrigendum for Tan et al. (2004).

Several additional experiments (EXP80, EXP60, EXP40,

and EXP20) reducing the initial relative humidity to

80%, 60%, 40%, and 20% of that in EXP100 are also

performed.

The times of analysis selected for EXP00–EXP100

are listed in the caption of Fig. 1, and they are chosen

based on two reasons. First, all the experiments share

similar amplitudes of synoptic-scale atmospheric wind

perturbations at the selected times. Figure 1 provides

an overview of the large-scale baroclinic wave struc-

tures in EXP00–EXP100, as well as their corresponding

moist processes (e.g., maximum convective available

potential energy, 1-h precipitation accumulation, and

vertically averaged positive-only latent heating rate).

A description of the life cycles of dry and moist baro-

clinic waves can be found in section 3 ofWei and Zhang

(2014). Second, the mature jet exit gravity waves have

emerged in the dry run at the selected hour, not to

mention those in moist experiments. Please refer to

Wei and Zhang (2014, 2015) for the discussions on the

FIG. 1. The two-dimensional (x, y) space distribution of the maximum convective available potential energy (color fill; J kg21), the 1-h

precipitation accumulation (gray shading for values greater than 1mm), the vertically averaged positive-only latent heating rate (red lines;

contours at 4:03 1028 K s21), the temperature at 1-km altitude (dark green lines; contours at every 5K), and the horizontal velocity

magnitude at 8-km altitude (black lines; contours at 40, 45, 50, and 55m s21) in (a) EXP00 at 132 h, (b) EXP20 at 132 h, (c) EXP40 at 129 h,

(d) EXP60 at 126 h, (e) EXP80 at 121 h, and (f) EXP100 at 116 h. The abovementioned hours in EXP00–EXP100 are selected for the time

when all the experiments share similar amplitudes of synoptic-scale atmospheric wind perturbations (also when themature jet exit gravity

waves emerge in the dry run). The locations of the five identifiable localized wave packets in EXP00 and EXP20 (i.e., WP1–WP5) are

marked in (a) and (b). Please refer to Wei and Zhang (2014, 2015) for discussions of the dynamics, the potential source mechanisms, and

the propagating wave characteristics of several highlighted wave packets (e.g., WP1–WP5 in EXP00 and EXP20; WP6 in EXP20

and EXP100).
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six groups of identifiable localized lower-stratospheric

wave packets (e.g., WP1–WP5 in EXP00 and EXP20,

whose locations are marked in Figs. 1a and 1b, and

WP6 in EXP20 and EXP100, a potentially new

convective gravity wave mode that is observed in

moist runs long before dry jet exit wave modes become

mature).

To properly evaluate the gravity wave spectral char-

acteristics from the idealized moist baroclinic jet–front

systems with varying degrees of convective instability,

multidimensional discrete Fourier transforms are em-

ployed. The procedures of the calculations for all the

figures in the current article are documented in the ap-

pendix, and the exact appendix sections can be found

in the figure captions. Also, in this study, the mesoscale

(short scale; medium scale) component represents

the signal with horizontal wavelength between 50

and 600km (between 50 and 200km; between 200 and

600 km).

3. Gravity wave momentum flux distribution in the
physical space

Gravity wave momentum flux is the most important

wave characteristic that needs to be quantified to improve

gravity wave drag parameterizations. Therefore, this sec-

tion investigates the distribution of the density-weighted

vertical flux of both zonal momentum r0u
0w0 and merid-

ional momentum r0y
0w0, as well as their corresponding

wave-driven forcing terms from the momentum equation

in both the zonal direction 2(1/r0)(›r0u
0w0/›z) and me-

ridional direction 2(1/r0)(›r0y
0w0/›z). The gravity wave

perturbations in this section are defined as the mesoscale

signal with horizontal scale between 50 and 600km [Eq.

(A10) in the appendix], which mainly follows Wang and

Zhang (2007) and Lin and Zhang (2008). This definition

should be sufficient to filter out synoptic waves by scale

separation.

According to Eliassen and Palm’s (1960) theorem, it is

suggested that momentum flux would be negative if the

ground-based phase velocity is slower than themean flow

for waves with positive energy flux and that deceleration

of the mean flow would be expected in the presence of

wave dissipation or wave breaking [also see Lindzen

(1990); appendix A in Geller et al. (2013)]. Similarly, if

the ground-based phase velocity is faster than the mean

flow for waves with positive energy flux, momentum flux

would be positive, and acceleration of the mean flow

would be expected. Besides, the negative (positive) signs

in 2(1/r0)(›r0u
0w0/›z) and 2(1/r0)(›r0y

0w0/›z) repre-

sent themomentum forcing to decelerate (accelerate) the

zonal mean wind and the meridional mean wind at the

corresponding level, respectively.

Figures 2 and 3 compare the horizontal view of zonal

and meridional momentum flux between the six exper-

iments at 12-km altitude. We chose the altitude of 12 km

for our analysis since it is often the height of launch level

of the parameterized wave source in GCMs (e.g., Geller

et al. 2011) and the altitude for most field-campaign

aircraft (e.g., Zhang et al. 2015).

In EXP00 (Fig. 2a), the only strong values of zonal

momentum flux are the negative signals (i.e., westward

momentum flux) found in the jet exit region [related to

WP1 and WP2 identified in Wei and Zhang (2014)],

while there is a remarkable enhancement in westward

momentum flux over the WP5 region in EXP20 (com-

pared to EXP00). For all six experiments, there is a clear

dominance of westward momentum flux, while the

negative centers between the ridge and the trough ap-

pear to be saturated in moderate moist runs (e.g.,

EXP40 and EXP60). Also, larger areas of positive

values (i.e., eastward momentum flux) are found in the

experiments with more initial moisture content. For

meridional momentum flux (Fig. 3), negative values

(i.e., southward momentum flux) dominate in EXP00,

EXP20, and EXP40. However, unlike zonal momentum

flux, the area for positive meridional momentum flux

(i.e., northward momentum flux) can be as large as that

for negative meridional momentum flux in strong moist

runs (e.g., EXP80 and EXP100), and they get stronger

with more initial moisture. Interestingly, in the strongest

moist run (EXP100), there appears to be a separation

between northward and southward momentum flux

around y 5 4600km.

To understand the range of the momentum fluxes at

the 12-km altitude and the associated forcing, Figs. 4a

and 4b compare the maximum absolute values of their

positive signals and negative signals. It is clearly shown

in Fig. 4a that the negative fluxes are generally much

stronger than the positive fluxes, except for meridional

momentum flux in EXP100. Take EXP20 as an example:

the maximum absolute values of the negative fluxes

could be about two orders of magnitude larger than the

positive fluxes. In addition, the enhancement of the

negative fluxes saturates in moderate moist runs, while

there is no obvious amplitude saturation in the positive

fluxes. In general, the negative forcing terms are slightly

stronger than the positive forcing terms (Fig. 4b), and

the difference in the order of magnitude is within about

0.5. Again, a relatively weaker saturation in moderate

moist runs is found in the forcing terms. In addition,

Figs. 4c and 4d illustrate the maximum absolute values

of positive and negative forcing terms in zonal and me-

ridional directions at altitudes higher than 12km. It is

indicated that those forcing terms in all the experiments

decrease from 12 to 17km in altitude. For example,
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EXP20 shows a sharp decline by approximately two

orders of magnitude in negative forcing. Instead, there is

only a relatively minor reduction in EXP100, compared

to EXP00 and EXP20.

Figures 5a–c show the two-dimensional (y, z) space

distribution of the zonally averaged zonal momentum

flux along with potential temperature and horizontal

velocitymagnitude. Only three selected experiments are

shown, including EXP00 (Fig. 5a), EXP20 (Fig. 5b), and

EXP100 (Fig. 5c), which is also the case for Figs. 6 and 7

(as well as Fig. 10, described below). In EXP00 and

EXP20, a dipole structure with the alternation of east-

ward and westward momentum flux is found within

the jet core region (3000–5000 km in the y direction,

6–10km in the z direction). Compared to EXP00 and

EXP20, eastward momentum flux in the medium moist

runs (EXP40 and EXP60) associated with the dipole is

overshadowed by the intrusion of westward momentum

flux. In the strong moist runs (EXP80 and EXP100), the

abovementioned jet core region is completely domi-

nated by westward momentum flux. However, the dis-

tribution of meridional momentum flux (Figs. 5d–f on

EXP00, EXP20, and EXP100) is quite different from

that of the zonal momentum flux. In EXP00, the lower

part of the jet core region is covered by strong northward

momentum flux. In EXP20, strong southward momen-

tum flux is found in the northern and upper part of the

jet. In EXP40, the areas for the abovementioned

southward momentum flux expand upward and south-

ward, and the competition between northward and

southward momentum flux continues in EXP60–

EXP100. Interestingly, noticeable northward momen-

tum flux is found in EXP60 around y 5 5000km from

;8-km altitude up to the model top, and those positive

signals apparently becomemuch wider toward the south

and the north in EXP80 and EXP100. Generally

speaking, for both zonal and meridional momentum

fluxes, the signals are limited below 12km in EXP00

(14 km in EXP20), while they can gradually reach the

model top in EXP40–EXP100.

A similar pattern to Figs. 5a–c is also found in

Figs. 6a–c, which demonstrates the two-dimensional

(y, z) space distribution of the zonally averaged

2(1/r0)(›r0u
0w0/›z). One of the major differences is that

positive zonal forcing terms are not completely over-

shadowed by negative zonal forcing terms even in the

strong moist runs. Therefore, there is a dipole structure

with both positive forcing and negative forcing in the jet

core region in all experiments, which could indicate a

potential change of the jet structure by gravity wave

FIG. 2. The two-dimensional (x, y) space distribution of r0u
0w0 at 12-km altitude (color fill; Pa) in EXP00–EXP100 at the selected hours

listed in Fig. 1. The dark green lines, the black lines, and the marks of WP1–WP5 follow those in Fig. 1. The thick gray lines denote the

potential vorticity at 7-km altitude (contours at 1.5 PVU; 1 PVU5 1026 K kg21 m2 s21). The northern and southern purple boxes highlight

the chosen regions for the calculations in the upper and lower panels of Fig. 15, respectively. Please refer to section c of the appendix for

the details of the calculations.
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dynamics. For 2(1/r0)(›r0y
0w0/›z) (Figs. 6d–f), positive

meridional forcing terms cover most of the jet core re-

gion in all experiments, especially the lower part.

However, in EXP20–EXP100, the upper part of the jet

core region is dominated by negative values.

Gravity wave characteristics in the current idealized

simulations are also compared with those from the past

observational studies. First, the typical value of the

zonally averaged absolute momentum fluxes in the vi-

cinity of the jet is approximately between 0.0005 and

0.005Pa at 9-km altitude in all runs, as well as at 12-km

altitude in moderate moist runs and strong moist runs.

This resembles the observational analysis of the long-

duration superpressure balloon flights from Hertzog

et al. (2008) on the zonal-mean density-weighted abso-

lute momentum fluxes from nonorographic waves, since

the range of their value is approximately between 0.0005

and 0.003Pa (thin dashed line in their Fig. 7). None-

theless, those fluxes at 12-km altitude in the dry run and

weak moist run are rather small, compared to Fig. 7 in

Hertzog et al. (2008). One factor that may be at play is

the relatively weak flow in the stratosphere in the cur-

rent study, in contrast to the strong polar vortex over

Antarctica discussed in Hertzog et al. (2007). This again

emphasizes the role of moisture to obtain significant

momentum fluxes, as highlighted in Plougonven et al.

(2015). Furthermore, Hertzog et al. (2008) concluded in

their observational studies that zonal momentum fluxes

were predominantly westward and that meridional

momentum fluxes were equally northward and south-

ward. Those results are also consistent with our findings

in strong moist runs. Second, the current study indicates

that the maximum amplitudes of the mesoscale hori-

zontal wind perturbations at 9-km altitude are 3.6, 3.7,

3.9, 3.9, 3.9, and 5.5 m s21 among EXP00–EXP100,

respectively. Also, at 12-km altitude, those amplitudes

are 0.4, 0.9, 1.9, 2.9, 3.3, and 4.8m s21 among EXP00–

EXP100, respectively. This result generally fills the gap

between gravity waves generated in the dry idealized

baroclinic life cycles and those seen in observational

case studies [e.g., horizontal wind amplitudes approxi-

mately between 5 and 10ms21, as reported in Guest

et al. (2000) and Pavelin et al. (2001)].

4. Wave spectrum in the wavenumber space

To get a better understanding of the wave properties,

this section will analyze the wave spectrum in the

wavenumber space based on horizontal divergence and

momentum flux.

Figures 7a–c demonstrate the one-dimensional density-

weighted cospectrum between the zonal velocity u and

vertical velocity w along the zonal direction at 12-km

altitude, which represents the two-dimensional (lx, y)

space distribution of zonal momentum flux at that

level. Here, lx represents the x-direction wavelength.

It is shown that the baroclinic wave signals at the

scale of 4000 km are almost always stronger than

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for the two-dimensional (x, y) space distribution of r0y
0w0 at 12-km altitude (color fill; Pa).
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mesoscale signals. Westward momentum flux for the

scale between 320 and 640km around y 5 4200km ap-

pears to be saturated or gradually getting mature in the

moderate moist runs (EXP40 and EXP60), while there

are much larger areas with eastward momentum flux in

the strong moist runs (EXP80 and EXP100) compared

to those in the dry (EXP00) and weak moist (EXP20)

runs. The cospectrum analysis also reveals the sensitiv-

ity to the initial moisture content for the signals below

the scale of about 80 km. For meridional momentum

flux (Figs. 7d–f), the signals in EXP00–EXP40 are

dominated by northward momentum flux north of

around y5 4600km. However, in the strong moist runs,

there is a slight preference of positive values north of y5
4000km, which suggests that northward momentum flux

tends to expand southward with the increasing initial

moisture content.

Figure 8 depicts the two-dimensional wavenumber–

space (k*, l*) distribution of the power spectral density

based on the horizontal divergence at 12-km altitude

among six experiments. Here, the zonal k* and meridi-

onal l* wavenumbers, indicate how many waves of

FIG. 4. The comparison of the maximum absolute values of the selected positive signals and the selected negative

signals calculated over the two-dimensional horizontal model domain at (top) 12-km altitude and (bottom) at

altitudes higher than 12 km in EXP00–EXP100 at the selected hours listed in Fig. 1: (a) r0u
0w0 [positive values (red

solid line); negative values (blue solid line); Pa] vs r0y
0w0 [positive values (red dashed line); negative values (blue

dashed line); Pa] at 12-km altitude; (b) 2(1/r0)(›r0u
0w0/›z) [positive values (red solid line); negative values (blue

solid line); m s21 day21] vs 2(1/r0)(›r0y
0w0/›z) [positive values (red dashed line); negative values (blue dashed

line); m s21 day21] at 12-km altitude; (c) 2(1/r0)(›r0u
0w0/›z) and (d) 2(1/r0)(›r0y

0w0/›z) at altitudes from 12 to

17 km [positive values (solid line); negative values (dashed line); m s21 day21]. In (a) and (b), the x axis represents

each experiment (e.g., EXP00–EXP100). In (c) and (d), the x axis represents the vertical height. In all the subplots,

the y axis represents the maximum absolute values of the corresponding fluxes or forcings. Please refer to section c

of the appendix for the details of the calculations.
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x-direction wavelength lx and y-direction wavelength ly

fit the length of the selected domain in the x and y di-

rections, respectively. It is shown that the mesoscale

power spectra in moist runs are much greater than those

in the dry run. In all the experiments, the power appears

to be highly anisotropic. For the short scales (Figs. 8a–f),

the weak moist run of EXP20 has a remarkable en-

hancement in power along approximately 458 (the polar
coordinate is used to identify the angle in this paper),

relative to the dry run of EXP00. Note that this direction

also corresponds to the primary axis of the jet. Fur-

thermore, the distribution of spectral power in strong

convective cases (EXP80 and EXP100) appears to be

more homogeneous along all angles (relative to EXP00

and EXP20), even though the power along approxi-

mately 458 is still somewhat stronger. This is again evi-

dence for the existence of convective gravity waves, in

addition to jet–front gravity waves, for the strong moist

cases. For the medium scales (Fig. 8g–l), EXP20 con-

tinues to have stronger power along approximately 458
(relative to EXP00). Interestingly, it is worth mention-

ing that the power maxima along approximately 458

appear to migrate upscale from EXP40 to EXP100. For

example, the peak in EXP40 locates around the scale of

200 km, while the peak in EXP100 is found within scales

between 400 and 600 km.

In addition to Fig. 8, Fig. 9 compares its corre-

sponding one-dimensional lH space distribution (lH

indicates global horizontal wavelength). For the power

spectra based on the entire (k*, l*) wavenumber space

(Fig. 9a), there is an almost two orders of magnitude

difference between EXP00 and EXP20 for the short

scales, while noticeable enhancement can also be

found for the medium scales. Generally speaking, the

power is stronger with more initial moisture content,

even though EXP40–EXP100 share comparable power

around the scale of 200 km. Figure 9b compares the

power spectra between the space for k*l*. 0 and that

for k*l*, 0. Interestingly, in all experiments, the me-

soscale power spectra for k*l*. 0 are generally greater

than those for k*l*, 0. Nonetheless, they are rela-

tively comparable for the short scales in EXP80 and

EXP100, which further suggests that the distribution

of power in strong convective cases may be more

FIG. 5. The two-dimensional (y, z) space distribution of the zonally averaged (top) r0u
0w0 and (bottom) r0y

0w0 (color fill; Pa), the
potential temperature (dark green lines; contours at every 5K), and the horizontal velocity magnitude (black lines; contours from 30 to

65m s21 at every 5m s21) in (a),(d) EXP00; (b),(e) EXP20; and (c),(f) EXP100 at the selected hours listed in Fig. 1. The thick gray lines

denote the location of the tropopause where potential vorticity equals 1.5 PVU. Please refer to section c of the appendix for the details of

the calculations.
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homogeneous along all angles than that in the dry or

weak moist run.

Following Fig. 8, the distribution of zonal momentum

flux in the two-dimensional (k*, l*) wavenumber space

is shown in the upper panels of Fig. 10. For the short

scales (Figs. 10a–c), there is no obvious strong signal in

EXP00, while westward momentum flux emerges in

EXP20 along approximately 458. In EXP40, there are

larger areas of westward momentum flux in the entire

(k*, l*) space for both k*l*. 0 and k*l*, 0. With an

increasing initial moisture content, more areas of east-

ward momentum flux are found, even though westward

momentumflux continues to dominate the (k*, l*) space

for k*l*, 0. Interestingly, in the (k*, l*) space for

k*l*. 0 in EXP100, both eastward and westward mo-

mentum fluxes are important. For the medium scales

(Figs. 10g–i), westward momentum flux in EXP20 is

enhanced with a larger area compared to EXP00, while

the centers of westward momentum flux in the (k*, l*)

space for k*l*. 0 appear to be slightly deepened with a

higher initial moisture content.

In addition to the upper panels of Fig. 10, the distri-

bution of meridional momentum flux in two-

dimensional (k*, l*) space is also investigated (the

lower panels of Fig. 10). For the short scales (Figs. 10d–f),

the areas of strong southward momentum flux in the

(k*, l*) space for k*l*. 0 apparently get larger from

EXP00 to EXP40, while those for strong northward

momentum flux are almost negligible. However, from

EXP60 to EXP100, northward momentum flux gradu-

ally becomes as important as (or even more important

than) southwardmomentumflux in the (k*, l*) space for

k*l*. 0. Instead, in the (k*, l*) space for k*l*, 0,

northward momentum flux appears to dominate, espe-

cially from EXP60 to EXP100. For the medium scales

(Figs. 10j–l), most of the strong southward momentum

flux is found in the (k*, l*) space for k*l*. 0 (along

approximately 458 from EXP20 to EXP100), while most

of the strong northward momentum flux is found in the

(k*, l*) space for k*l*, 0.

5. Momentum fluxes as a function of phase velocity

The relationship between vertical flux of horizontal

momentum and ground-based phase velocity is directly

relevant to the wave source spectrum that needs to be

specified in gravity wave drag parameterizations (e.g.,

Lindzen 1981; Alexander and Dunkerton 1999). It is

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the two-dimensional (y, z) space distribution of the zonally averaged (a)–(c) 2(1/r0)(›r0u
0w0/›z) and

(d)–(f) 2(1/r0)(›r0y
0w0/›z) (color fill; m s21 day21).
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largely the distribution of momentum flux across wave

phase speeds that determines where gravity waves break

and howmuch wave forcing they apply to themean flow.

This section presents the distribution of momentum

fluxes in phase velocity space, for direct relevance to

gravity wave parameterizations. This complements Kim

et al. (2016), especially with respect to their Fig. 9 on the

momentum flux phase speed spectra at 8-km altitude in

their dry idealized simulations.

Figure 11 demonstrates the two-dimensional (cpx, y)

space distribution of zonal momentum flux at 12-km

altitude for all experiments within 48h, while the cor-

responding comparison of the one-dimensional cpx space

distribution at six selected y positions is shown in Fig. 12.

Here, cpx represents the ground-based gravity wave

phase velocity along the x direction. It is found in all

experiments that the peak in westward momentum flux

locates around the estimated ground-based baroclinic

wave phase velocity along the x direction of 13.9m s21,

illustrated by the dark green lines in Fig. 11. O’Sullivan

and Dunkerton (1995) and Plougonven and Snyder

(2007) have already pointed out that gravity wave

packets are nearly stationary with respect to the

synoptic-scale baroclinic wave along the zonal direction,

even though their experiments are based on a dry at-

mosphere only. Furthermore, as the initial moisture

content increases, a dipole structure pattern with west-

ward momentum flux at slower speeds and eastward

momentum flux at faster speeds is becoming clearer, and

the spectrum for both fluxes is getting wider in phase

speeds. In addition, the centers for westward momen-

tum flux are generally stronger than those for eastward

momentum flux at all the selected y positions in Fig. 12.

It is also interesting to point out that the boundary be-

tween eastward and westward momentum fluxes

broadly matches the zonally averaged zonal velocity

FIG. 7. The two-dimensional (lx, y) space distribution of (a)–(c) r0u
0w0 and (d)–(f) r0y0w0 at 12-km altitude (color fill; Pa wavenumber21)

based on the one-dimensional density-weighted cospectrum between the corresponding horizontal velocity component and vertical

velocity component at each y. The horizontal axis represents wavelength along the x direction lx, and the vertical axis represents the y

direction in themodel domain. Three experiments are shown [EXP00 in (a) and (d); EXP20 in (b) and (e); and EXP100 in (c) and (f)], and

their selected hours follow Fig. 1. Please refer to section d of the appendix for the details of the calculations.
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component (black curves in Fig. 11), which appears to be

consistent with the theoretical description of Eliassen

and Palm (1960) on the relationship between the mean

flow and the phase velocity.

Figure 13 continues to reveal the mesoscale compo-

nent of zonal momentum flux in the space of ground-

based horizontal gravity wave phase velocity. One

feature that all the experiments have in common is the

westward momentum flux along approximately 458 at
the speed between 10 and 20ms21, even though the

exact strength/shape of the negative signals could be

modified by the moist process. In EXP00 and EXP20,

noticeable westward momentum fluxes can only be

found within the first quadrant (especially along ap-

proximately 458). In comparison, there are noticeable

westward momentum fluxes within all four quadrants

along almost all possible angles in EXP40 and EXP60,

while those fluxes continue to expand toward faster

speeds in EXP80 and EXP100. Similarly, relatively

strong eastward momentum fluxes also expand toward

faster speeds, as the initial moisture content increases.

However, eastward momentum fluxes differ from

westward momentum fluxes in at least two major as-

pects. First, along all possible angles in the horizontal

phase velocity space, strong eastward momentum fluxes

generally locate in faster velocity than strong westward

momentum fluxes. Second, most of the strong eastward

momentum fluxes only locate in the first and fourth

quadrants. Note that both of the abovementioned dif-

ferences could be explained by the Eliassen and Palm

(1960) theorem (assuming the background zonal veloc-

ity is generally positive). With that being said, for

FIG. 8. The two-dimensional (k*, l*) space distribution of the power spectral density based on the two-dimensional discrete Fourier

transform of the horizontal divergence at 12-km altitude (color fill; s22 wavenumber21 wavenumber21) in (a),(g) EXP00 at 132 h; (b),(h)

EXP20 at 132 h; (c),(i) EXP40 at 129 h; (d),(j) EXP60 at 126 h; (e),(k) EXP80 at 121 h; and (f),(l) EXP100 at 116 h. The horizontal

(vertical) axis represents wavenumber k* (l*), which indicates how many waves fit the length of the selected domain in the x (y) direction

(i.e., 4000 km in both the x and y direction). The negative part of the x direction is not shown because of the symmetry about the point

(0, 0). The black curves show the global horizontal wavelength at 50 km [marked in (a)], 100 km [marked in (a)], 200 km [marked in (a) and

(g)], 400 km [marked in (g)], and 600 km [marked in (g)]. The dark green horizontal lines show zero wavenumber l*. The scale above 50 km

is demonstrated in (a)–(f) mainly to highlight the short-scale waves (scale within 50–200 km), while in (g)–(l) the scale is zoomed in above

200 km to highlight the medium-scale waves (scale within 200–600 km). Please refer to section a of the appendix for the details of the

calculations.
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upward-propagating gravity waves, it may be hard to

explain positive momentum fluxes with phase speeds

smaller than backgroundwind based on the Eliassen and

Palm (1960) theorem. For the 48-h period over a large

horizontal domain, there could be a wide range of

possibilities for the background flows (e.g., changes

in the zonal-mean zonal wind), wave characteristics,

and sources. Also, when both negative and positive

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8, but for the two-dimensional (k*, l*) space distribution of (a)–(c),(g)–(i) r0u
0w0 and (d)–(f),(j)–(l) r0y0w0 based on the

density-weighted cospectrum between the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of the corresponding horizontal velocity component

and that of the vertical velocity component at 12-km altitude (color fill; Pa wavenumber21 wavenumber21). Three experiments are shown

[EXP00 in (a),(d),(g),(j); EXP20 in (b),(e),(h),(k); and EXP100 in (c),(f),(i),(l)], and their selected hours follow Fig. 1.

FIG. 9. The one-dimensional lH space distribution of power spectra of the horizontal divergence at 12-km al-

titude in EXP00–EXP100 at the selected hours listed in Fig. 1. The horizontal axis represents the global horizontal

wavelength lH (km), and the vertical axis represents its corresponding power (s22 wavenumber21). (a) The power

spectra based on the entire (k*, l*) space (solid lines); (b) a comparison of the power spectra based on part of the

(k*, l*) space between k*l*. 0 [i.e., the first and third quadrants in (k*, l*) space (solid lines)] and k*l*, 0 [i.e., the

second and fourth quadrants in (k*, l*) space (dashed lines)]. Please refer to section b of the appendix for the details

of the calculations.
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momentum fluxes exist for phase speeds smaller than

the background wind, there might be downward-

propagating gravity waves or in situ gravity waves at

around 12-km altitude.

Following Fig. 13, the corresponding short-scale

components and medium-scale components among

three selected experiments (i.e., EXP20, EXP60, and

EXP100) are plotted in Fig. 14. At least three properties

could be used to distinguish the abovementioned two

components. First, under the influence of the moist

process, the short-scale component gradually has a

wider distribution in the horizontal phase velocity space,

relative to the medium-scale component. Particularly, it

shows a stronger tendency for both eastward and west-

ward momentum fluxes to expand toward faster phase

speeds with increasing moisture. In comparison, the

medium-scale component also contributes a large por-

tion of the westward momentum fluxes, but within a

limited horizontal phase velocity space. Second, under

the influence of the moist process, the short-scale com-

ponent gradually has a more symmetric distribution

about the horizontal green line (i.e., the axis for the zero

values in the meridional component of horizontal phase

velocity), while the asymmetry for the medium-scale

component can be indicated by the outstanding west-

ward momentum flux in the first quadrant. Third, the

resemblance between six experiments for the medium-

scale component is remarkable, especially within the

first quadrant from EXP40 to EXP80. Therefore, this

comparison in Fig. 14 suggests that the distribution for

the short-scale component in the horizontal phase ve-

locity space is more sensitive to the increasing initial

FIG. 11. The two-dimensional (cpx, y) space distribution of r0u
0w0 at 12-km altitude [color fill; Pa (m s21)21] based on the density-

weighted cospectrum between the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of zonal velocity component and that of vertical velocity

component within 48 h at each y. The horizontal axis represents the ground-based gravity wave phase velocity along the x direction cpx, and

the vertical axis represents the y direction in the model domain. The resolution of cpx is 1m s21. The vertical dark green lines denote the

estimated ground-based baroclinic wave phase velocity along the x direction (i.e., 13.9m s21). The black curves denote the zonally

averaged zonal velocity component. The shown experiments and the selected hours follow Fig. 1. Please refer to section e of the appendix

for the details of the calculations.
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moisture content (and thus the degree of moist in-

stability), compared with the medium-scale component.

To investigate the sensitivity of the momentum flux

phase speed spectra to the locations, the calculation in

Fig. 13 is used again but within multiple selected local

regions instead of the entire horizontal model domain of

interest. The analysis demonstrates that each individual

region has its own uniqueness and characteristics and

that their combination would be broadly consistent with

Fig. 13. For simplicity, only two examples (Figs. 15a–c vs

Figs. 15d–f) are highlighted in this paper to compare the

horizontal phase velocity space distribution of zonal

momentum flux within two neighboring local regions

(i.e., the northern purple box in Fig. 2 vs the southern

purple box in Fig. 2 or the local region that covers the jet

exit region above the surface occluded front vs the local

region that locates to the south of the jet exit region). In

Fig. 15, only three selected experiments are shown to

avoid redundancy, and they are EXP20, EXP60, and

EXP100. First, most of the strong westward momentum

fluxes lie in the first quadrant in all six experiments from

the spectra based on the southern local region, while the

northern local region has those fluxes in the first quad-

rant in EXP00–EXP20 and all of the four quadrants in

EXP40–EXP100. Second, under the influence of moist

processes, most of the strong eastward momentum

fluxes can be identified in the fourth quadrant from the

spectra based on the southern local region, while the

northern local region has those fluxes in the first quad-

rant. Third, under the influence of moist processes,

compared to the northern local region, the southern

local region manifests narrower spectra with a less effi-

cient expansion toward fast phase velocity along almost

all directions, except for the angles approximately be-

tween 2708 and 3158. For example, in EXP100, the

northern region has relatively strong westward mo-

mentumfluxes even at velocities higher than 20ms21 for

the angles approximately between 908 and 2708, while
the southern region only shows very weak fluxes at slow

velocities over the abovementioned angles.

6. Concluding remarks and discussion

Based on the high-resolution mesoscale models of the

idealized moist baroclinic jet–front system used in Wei

and Zhang (2014), this study investigates the gravity

wave spectral characteristics in order to understand how

to improve nonorographic gravity wave parameteriza-

tion in general circulation models. In total, there are six

experiments with varying degrees of convective in-

stability. We find that, at the altitude of 12 km, negative

zonal momentum flux (i.e., westward momentum flux)

dominates; however, negative as well as positive values

of momentum flux (i.e., eastward momentum flux) are

noted in the experiments with increasing initial moisture

content and thus stronger moist instability. In addition,

the negative values (i.e., southward momentum flux)

dominate the meridional momentum vertical flux in the

dry and weak moist runs and one of the moderate moist

runs, while positive momentum fluxes (i.e., northward

FIG. 12. The comparison of the one-dimensional cpx space distribution of r0u
0w0 at 12-km altitude [Pa (m s21)21] among EXP00–

EXP100 at each selected y: (a) 3250, (b) 3500, (c) 3750, (d) 4000, (e) 4250, and (f) 4500 km. The horizontal axis (including its resolution)

and the calculation of r0u
0w0 follow Fig. 11.
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momentum flux) are as large as the negative ones in

strong moist runs.

This study also investigates the vertical gradient of

momentum flux in order to understand its forcing in the

momentum equation. Future work will attempt to esti-

mate other wave-induced flux terms and the corre-

sponding forcing in momentum or entropy (Miyahara

2006; Achatz et al. 2010), which could be potentially

important and should probably be parameterized

(Shutts and Vosper 2011).

Our study clearly shows that, in all of our simula-

tions, the peak in westward momentum flux is near the

baroclinic wave phase speed along the zonal direction

(i.e.,;13.9m s21 by model design). As initial moisture

content of the baroclinic system increases, both

westward and eastward momentum fluxes increase.

However, even in the full moisture case, eastward

momentum flux is much smaller than westward

momentum flux.

Our experiments show the different behaviors of

gravity wave spectral characteristics between gravity

waves with short and medium horizontal scales. For the

short scales between 50 and 200 km, wave momentum

flux along the direction of the jet is enhanced re-

markably in the weakmoist run (relative to the dry run),

while the strong moist cases have a relatively better

isotropy in the two-dimensional wavenumber space

distribution of horizontal divergence or a relatively

better line symmetry about the zero meridional com-

ponent of horizontal phase velocity in zonal momentum

flux versus phase speed (relative to the dry run and the

weak moist run). For the medium scales between 200

and 600km, the weak moist run continues to have

stronger power along the direction of the jet, while the

FIG. 13. The two-dimensional (CHP_x, CHP_y) space distribution of r0u
0w0 at 12-km altitude [color fill; Pa (m s21)22] based on the density-

weighted cospectrum between the three-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of the zonal velocity component and that of the vertical

velocity component within 48 h. The x (y) axis represents the x (y) component of the ground-based horizontal gravity wave phase velocity

(CHP_x, CHP_y). The resolution of CHP_x (CHP_y) is 1m s21. The black curves show the magnitude of (CHP_x, CHP_y) at each 10m s21. The

horizontal (vertical) dark green lines show zeroCHP_y (CHP_x). The shown experiments and the selected hours follow Fig. 1. Please refer to

section f of the appendix for the details of the calculations.
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strong moist cases are still highly anisotropic or asym-

metric (compared to the behaviors in the short scales).

Furthermore, the comparison in zonal momentum flux

versus phase speed suggests that the short-scale com-

ponent is more sensitive to the increasing initial mois-

ture content, likely because of stronger convectively

generated gravity waves, in addition to the jet-related

gravity waves.

Our study suggests that the spectral characteristics of

gravity waves generated in the moist baroclinic jet–front

systems differ among the potential source mechanisms:

upper-level jet versus surface front versus moist con-

vection. For example, as the initial moisture content

increases, one could identify 1) more positive fluxes, 2) a

wider and stronger spectrum toward faster phase ve-

locity or higher wavenumber, 3) stronger fluxes or

forcing terms at much higher altitudes, and 4) a rela-

tively quasi-symmetric distribution in short-scale com-

ponent. Therefore, we confirm that the dry gravity wave

source (i.e., upper jet and/or surface front in the current

study) has a relatively narrower and less symmetrical

spectrum dominated by negative momentum flux, cen-

tered around a low phase velocity, and that the moist

gravity wave source (i.e., moist convection) contributes

to the generation of a spectrum that is broader in phase

speed and more symmetrical. Such wave characteristics

are consistent with the theoretical derivations of gravity

wave characteristics by a three-dimensional heating

source (Beres 2004; Song and Chun 2005). Furthermore,

as hypothesized in Wei and Zhang (2014), 1) in a dry

experiment, dry dynamic gravity wave modes are be-

lieved to be generated through spontaneous balance

adjustment hypothesis (Zhang 2004); 2) in a weak moist

experiment, dry dynamic gravity wave modes continue

to dominate, while being noticeably enhanced or par-

tially modified by convectivemode ormoist process; and

3) in a strong moist experiment, the convective mode or

moist process is soon fully coupled with othermodes and

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13, but calculated for (a)–(c) the short-scale waves with horizontal scale between 50 and 200 km and (d)–(f) the

medium-scale waves with horizontal scale between 200 and 600 km. Three experiments are shown [EXP20 in (a) and (d); EXP60 in (b) and

(e); and EXP100 in (c) and (f)], and their selected hours follow Fig. 1.
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background flow as baroclinicity increases over time.

Therefore, to improve nonorographic gravity wave pa-

rameterizations, it is important to include the effects of

dry wave modes generated by jets and fronts, which

could be modified or enhanced by the moist processes.

In the cases with strongly moist instability, it might be

necessary to combine both parameterization schemes

for convective and jet–front gravity waves.

Last, this work suggests that the treatment for the

nonorographic gravity wave parameterization should

depend on their locations relative to themoving sources.

In particular, a strong meridional dependence of gravity

wave spectral characteristics can be verified, in addition

to a potentially strong altitude variation.

Other important issues, such as the sensitivity to

model resolution and the choice of convective parame-

terizations, have been discussed or justified by previous

studies. Wei and Zhang (2014, their section 6c) showed

that the excited waves in the idealized simulations with

5-km horizontal grid spacing are similar to those in the

simulations with 10-km grid spacing, especially for the

medium-scale waves. Regarding convective parameter-

izations, Stephan andAlexander (2014) have shown that

the simulated gravity wave spectrum was fairly in-

sensitive to the physics parameterization choices. Future

research will continue to evaluate the spatial and tem-

poral variations in the gravity wave characteristics.

Those upcoming analyses, along with the current study

and some of the previous studies, will help to guide the

jet–front gravity wave parameterization under various

moist conditions, including the derivation for the phase

speed spectrum of source-level gravity wave momentum

flux, as well as the magnitude of the momentum flux.
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APPENDIX

Space Transformation Based on Discrete Fourier
Transforms

In the current study, the baroclinic wave simulations

have a four-dimensional (x, y, z, t) space. For example,

the zonal velocity component u is a function of x, y, z,

and t. Because of the complexity of the data, it is nec-

essary to reduce or transform the dimensions for dif-

ferent purposes. In this appendix, the details of the space

transformation based on discrete Fourier transforms are

documented.

a. From (x, y) space to (k*, l*) space

First, reduce the dimensions from (x, y, z, t) space to

(x, y) space. In most parts of the current study, the al-

titude of interest is 12 km, and the hours of interest are

listed in the caption of Fig. 1. The simulations have pe-

riodic boundary conditions in direction x. To concen-

trate on the area of interest (region with active

baroclinic wave and gravity wave signals), the y di-

mension is confined to the region between y 5 2010km

and y 5 6000km. Therefore, the numbers of points

along the x and y directions (Nx and Ny) are both 400,

and the resolutions along the x and y directions (Dx and
Dy) are both 10km.

Following the abovementioned procedure, the zonal

velocity component u is now only a function of x and y.

The (k*, l*) space distribution of the power spectral

density based on u(x, y) is defined as follows:

u0(x, y)u0(x, y)(k*, l*)

5Re(F2[u(x, y)]ConjfF2[u(x, y)]g), (A1)

where F2[ ] computes the two-step forward complex

discrete Fourier transform along each dimension of the

two-dimensional variable inside the bracket, which is

normalized by the number of points along the corre-

sponding dimension after each step. Here, F2[u(x, y)]

transforms u(x, y) from the (x, y) space with real num-

bers at each point into the (k*, l*) space with complex

numbers at each point, where zonal k* and meridional

l* wavenumbers indicate howmany waves of x-direction

wavelength lx and y-direction wavelength ly fit the

length of the selected domain in the x and y direction

(i.e., jk*j5NxDx/lx; jl*j5NyDy/ly), respectively. The

complex conjugate of the variable is Conjf g, and Re( )

is the real part of the variable.

Similarly, the (k*, l*) space distribution of the

density-weighted cospectrum based on zonal velocity

component u(x, y) and vertical velocity component

w(x, y) is defined as below:

r
0
u0(x, y)w0(x, y)(k*, l*)

5AVG[r(x, y)]Re(F2[u(x, y)]ConjfF2[w(x, y)]g),
(A2)

where AVG[ ] computes the average of the variable

regardless of dimensionality.

In the current study, Fig. 8 follows Eq. (A1), but the

zonal velocity component is replaced by horizontal di-

vergence; Figs. 10a–c follow Eq. (A2); Figs. 10d–f follow

Eq. (A2), but the zonal velocity component is replaced

by the meridional velocity component.

b. From (x, y) space to lH space

First, reduce the dimensions from (x, y, z, t) space to

(x, y) space by following the same procedure in the first

paragraph of section a of the appendix.

After the above procedure, calculate the (k*, l*)

space distribution of the power spectral density based on

u(x, y) with Eq. (A1) [i.e., u0(x, y)u0(x, y)(k*, l*)]. In the
(k*, l*) space, the horizontal wavenumber with respect

to the x direction KH,wrx* is defined as below:

K
H,wrx
* 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(k

wrx
* )2 1 (l

wrx
* )2

q
, (A3)

where kwrx* and lwrx* , zonal and meridional wavenumber

with respect to the x direction, indicate howmany waves

of x-direction wavelength lx and y-direction wavelength

ly fit the length of the selected domain in the x direction

(i.e., jkwrx* j5NxDx/lx; jlwrx* j5NxDx/ly), respectively.

Note that the relationships between k* and kwrx* , as well

as those between l* and lwrx* , can be found in the below

equations:

k
wrx
* 5 k* and (A4)

l
wrx
* 5 l*

N
x
Dx

N
y
Dy

. (A5)

The one-dimensional lH distribution of power spectra

of two-dimensional u(x, y) is based on the below equa-

tion, which is the summation of the corresponding

power spectral density u0(x, y)u0(x, y)(k*, l*) [Eq. (A1)]

within circular shells in the entire (k*, l*) space bounded

by [Kint*
H,wrx

2 (1/2)]#KH,wrx* , [Kint*
H,wrx

1 (1/2)], with the
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integer horizontal wavenumber with respect to the x

direction Kint*
H,wrx

as the central radii of the shells:

E
u(x,y)

(Kint*
H,wrx)5 �

C1

u0(x, y)u0(x, y)(k*, l*), (A6)

where condition C1 represents [Kint*
H,wrx

2 (1/2)]#

KH,wrx* , [Kint*
H,wrx

1 (1/2)]. Equation (A6) is the same as

or similar to the spectra calculations described in Errico

(1985), Morss et al. (2009), Waite and Snyder (2013),

Zhang et al. (2013), and Bei and Zhang (2014). In ad-

dition, the current study also computes the power

spectra only within the first and third quadrant in

(k*, l*) space (i.e., k*l*. 0), as well as those only within

the second and fourth quadrant in (k*, l*) space (i.e.,

k*l*, 0). The calculations are expressed as below:

E1;3
u(x,y)(K

int*
H,wrx)5 �

C1andC2

u0(x, y)u0(x, y)(k*, l*)

and

(A7)

E2;4
u(x,y)(K

int*
H,wrx)5 �

C1andC3

u0(x, y)u0(x, y)(k*, l*), (A8)

where conditions C2 and C3 represent k*l*. 0

and k*l*, 0, respectively. Finally, Eu(x,y)(K
int*
H,wrx

),

E1,3
u(x,y)(K

int*
H,wrx

), and E2;4
u(x,y)(K

int*
H,wrx

) can be converted

into Eu(x,y)(lH), E1;3
u(x,y)(lH), and E2;4

u(x,y)(lH) with the

following relation:

Kint*
H,wrx 5

N
x
Dx

l
H

. (A9)

In the current study, Fig. 9a (Fig. 9b) follows Eq. (A6)

[Eqs. (A7)–(A8)], but the zonal velocity component is

replaced by horizontal divergence.

c. From (x, y) space to (k*, l*) space, back
to (x, y) space

First, reduce the dimensions from (x, y, z, t) space to

(x, y) space by following the same procedure in the first

paragraph of section a of the appendix. After the above

procedure, calculate the gravity wave–induced pertur-

bation of u(x, y) by using the bandpass filter described

below:

u0
GW(x, y)5Re[B2(Filter_XY

(50 km,600 km)
fF2[u(x, y)]g)],

(A10)

where Filter_XY(50 km,600 km) modifies F2[u(x, y)] by only

keeping those points with horizontal wavelength lH

between 50 and 600 km in the (k*, l*) space (all the

other points will be replaced by zero), and B2( ) com-

putes the corresponding two-step backward complex

discrete Fourier transform from F2[ ]. The (x, y) space

distribution of the density-weighted vertical flux of zonal

momentum is defined as below:

r
0
u0(x, y)w0(x, y)(x, y)

5 r(x, y)sm_XY11[u0
GW(x, y)w0

GW(x, y)], (A11)

where sm_XY11[ ] computes the 11-point running av-

erage along both the x and y directions for the variable

inside the bracket.

In the current study, Fig. 2 follows Eq. (A11) and

Fig. 3 follows Eq. (A11), but the zonal velocity compo-

nent is replaced by meridional velocity component. The

calculations of the vertical gradient for the wave-

induced forcing in Figs. 4b–d (as well as those calcula-

tions in Figs. 5–6) are based on the information of the

fluxes in the three-dimensional (x, y, z) space (vertical

resolution is interpolated into Dz5 0:25km from the

model vertical layers in this study).

d. From (x, y) space to (lx, y) space

First, reduce the dimensions from (x, y, z, t) space to

(x, y) space by following the same procedure in the first

paragraph of section a of the appendix. After the above

procedure, calculate the one-dimensional density-

weighted cospectrum between the zonal velocity com-

ponent and vertical velocity component at each y as

follows:

r
0
u0(x, y)w0(x, y)(l

x
, y)

5AVG_X[r(x, y)]Cospc1_X[u(x, y),w(x, y)],

(A12)

where AVG_X[ ] computes the average of the variable

inside the bracket only along the x dimension, and

Cospc1_X[ ] computes the one-dimensional cospectrum

between the two variables inside the bracket only along

the x dimension.

In the current study, Figs. 7a–c follow Eq. (A12) and

Figs. 7d–f follow Eq. (A12), but the zonal velocity com-

ponent is replaced by themeridional velocity component.

e. From (x, y, t) space to (cpx, y) space

First, reduce the dimensions from (x, y, z, t) space to

(x, y, t) space by choosing a fixed height at 12 km. In this

study, WRF data are available every 1min (i.e.,

Dt5 1 min), and the total time duration is 48 h (i.e.,

NtDt5 48 h), which center at the hours of interest listed

in the caption of Fig. 1. The below equation shows the

(k*, y, v*) space distribution of the power spectral

density based on the cospectrum between the two-

dimensional discrete Fourier transform of zonal veloc-

ity component u(x, y, t) and that of vertical velocity
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component w(x, y, t) within 48h (time resolution as

1min) at each y:

u0(x, y, t)w0(x, y, t)(k*, y,v*)

5Re(F2_XT[u(x, y, t)]ConjfF2_XT[w(x, y, t)]g),
(A13)

where F2_XT[ ] computes the two-step forward complex

discrete Fourier transform only along the x and t di-

mensions of the variable inside the bracket, which is

normalized by the number of points along the corre-

sponding dimension after each step. Here, jv*j5NtDt/T,
where v* is the temporal wavenumber, and T represents

the ground-based period. In the (k*, y, v*) space, the

ground-based gravity wave phase velocity along x di-

rection cpx is defined as follows:

c
px
52

v*
k*

N
x
Dx

N
t
Dt

. (A14)

The two-dimensional (cpx, y) space distribution of

r0u
0w0 at a fixed altitude is shown in the below

equation, which is based on the density-weighted

summation of the corresponding power spectral

density u0(x, y, t)w0(x, y, t)(k*, y, v*) [Eq. (A13)]

within bands in the entire (k*, v*) space at each y

bounded by [cintpx 2 (1/2)]# cpx , [cintpx 1 (1/2)], with the

integer ground-based gravity wave phase velocity along

the x direction cintpx as the centers of the bands:

r
0
u0(x, y, t)w0(x, y, t)(c

px
, y)5AVG_XT[r(x, y, t)] �

C4,C5, andC6

u0(x, y, t)w0(x, y, t)(k*, y,v*), (A15)

where AVG_XT[ ] computes the average of the var-

iable inside the bracket only along the x and t di-

mensions; condition C4 represents [cintpx 2 (1/2)]# cpx ,
[cintpx 1 (1/2)] (i.e., the resolution of cpx is 1m s21 in the

current study); condition C5 represents 50# lx # 800 km

(i.e., large-scale baroclinic wave signals will be largely

filtered); and condition C6 represents T$ 5min. Equa-

tion (A15) is similar to those calculations in Lee (1997)

and Chun et al. (2005).

In the current study, Fig. 11 follows Eq. (A15).

f. From (x, y, t) space to (CHP_x, CHP_y) space

First, reduce the dimensions from (x, y, z, t) space to

(x, y, t) space by choosing a fixed height at 12km. In this

study, WRF data are available every 1min (i.e.,

Dt5 1 min), and the total time duration is 48h (i.e.,

NtDt5 48h), which centers at the hours of interest listed in

the caption of Fig. 1. The below equation shows the

(k*, l*, v*) space distribution of the power spectral density

based on the cospectrum between the three-dimensional

discrete Fourier transform of zonal velocity component

u(x, y, t) and that of the vertical velocity component

w(x, y, t) within 48h (time resolution as 1min):

u0(x,y,t)w0(x,y,t)(k*,l*,v*)5Re(F3_XYT[u0
GW(x,y,t)]

3ConjfF3_XYT[w0
GW(x,y,t)]g),

(A16)

where F3_XYT[ ] computes the three-step forward

complex discrete Fourier transform only along x, y, and

t dimensions of the variable inside the bracket, which is

normalized by the number of points along the

corresponding dimension after each step. In the

(k*, l*, v*) space, the ground-based horizontal gravity

wave phase velocity (CHP_x, CHP_y) is defined as follows:

(C
HP_x

,C
HP_y

)5

2
642 v*

(K
H,wrx
* )2

N
x
Dx

N
t
Dt

3
753 (k

wrx
* , l

wrx
* ).

(A17)

The two-dimensional (CHP_x, CHP_y) space distri-

bution of r0u
0w0 at a fixed altitude is shown in the

below equation, which is based on the density-

weighted summation of the corresponding power

spectral density u0(x, y, t)w0(x, y, t)(k*, l*, v*) [Eq.

(A16)] within volumes in the entire (k*, l*, v*) space

bounded by [Cint
HP_x 2 (1/2)]#CHP_x , [Cint

HP_x 1 (1/2)]

and [Cint
HP_y 2 (1/2)]#CHP_y , [Cint

HP_y1 (1/2)], withCint
HP_x

(Cint
HP_y) as the x (y) component of integer ground-based

horizontal gravity wave phase velocity,

r
0
u0(x,y,t)w0(x,y,t)(C

HP_x
,C

HP_y
)5AVG_XYT[r(x,y,t)]

3 �
C7andC8

u0(x,y,t)w0(x,y,t)(k*,l*,v*),

(A18)

where AVG_XYT[ ] computes the average of the vari-

able inside the bracket only along x, y, and t dimensions,

and conditions C7 and C8 represent [Cint
HP_x 2 (1/2)]#

CHP_x , [Cint
HP_x 1 (1/2)] and [Cint

HP_y 2 (1/2)]#CHP_y ,
[Cint

HP_y 1 (1/2)], respectively (i.e., the resolutions of both

CHP_x and CHP_y are 1m s21 in the current study).

Equation (A18) is similar to those calculations in Kim
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et al. (2009), Alexander et al. (2004), Stephan and

Alexander (2014), and Kim et al. (2014). Therefore, this

method is generally consistent with many other studies,

although theremay be someminor differences. First, the

definition for gravity wave component may be different

(also see the discussion in the first paragraph of section

3). Second, other studies may sum up the flux/energy

within a certain small range of the magnitudes and an-

gles of the horizontal phase velocities, while the current

study uses a certain small range of the x and y compo-

nents of the horizontal phase velocities.

In the current study, Fig. 13 follows Eq. (A18);

Figs. 14a–c (Figs. 14d–f) follow Eq. (A18), but u0
GW and

w0
GW in Eq. (A16) are replaced by short-scale (medium

scale) perturbations of the zonal velocity component

and vertical velocity component with horizontal wave-

length between 50 and 200 km (between 200 and 600km)

by modifying Eq. (A10); Figs. 15a–c (Figs. 15d–f) follow

Eq. (A18), but it is calculated within the northern

(southern) purple box in Fig. 2.
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